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Along with many fits of confusion and miles of trenches, the
new phone system has come to the
College of Woostcr. With the
benefits brought by the new system, though, that confusion promconises lo be only a short-term

cern.

MattDflyard

Phone system installation tied up Beall Avenue during the summer.

Marward accepts
position at Bates

Costing over a million dollars
lo install, the new network con- nccts more than 1.100 new tele
phones in student rooms. William
Vice Prcsidcir. for Finance
and Business, noted that the major
goal of the new system was to
provide convenient in --room service
Vr
to students.
In addition, the system allows
for Audix phone mail, a unique
way pf accessing telephone messages. This service is especially,
valuable for professors. From
home, a professor can listen to

messages IcftW a recorder at the
office. Student use of answering
machines and. the phone mail is
expected to increase greatly with
the new system, S noddy said.'
While installing the telephone
wires, crews in Holdcn and fiiss-ma- n
halls also readied AppIcTalk
and video signal lines for those
halls. Such video signal lines,
Snoddy said, would prepare the
video
College for campus-wid- e
connection some lime in the future. .This upgraded wiring has
;
been progressing for three
tners in the College's residence
halls.
!
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For

years,

now.

many-peopl-

e

;

have pushed for private telephones
in each resident's room. Existing
cables from- - the former outdated
system, though, could not handle
such an increased load. Thus, a
special consultant hired by the
see

Phone System:
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Gunn Allen opens Forum Series
STEPHANIE STAPLETON
Staff Writer

Harward has attempted to build and

PAULBELLIS
Staff Writer
As the new year is beginning for
the College of Wooster community, there will be one fond farewell.
Vice president for Academic Affairs Donald W. Harward will be
leaving Wooster on October 1 to
assume a position as the next president of Bates College in Lewis-toMaine. Harward has served as
vice president for academic affairs
since he joined the faculty in
1982. Bates College is a coeducational liberal arts college of about
1500 students. It shares with
Woostcr many advantages and
qualities of small liberal arts colleges.
While at Wooster, Harward has
maintained the "long tradition of
strengths" on which the College
prides itself. - As vice president.
n,

expand on these. He remarked,
"My task here has been to assist in
the continued cultivation of the
College's strengths." With few
exceptions, he has been equal to
the task.
Among the College's accomplishments during Harward's stay
at Wooster are the recruitment of
quality faculty, the support of faculty teaching innovation and faculty research, the increase in size
of the faculty, and the continued
development of the academic curriculum, highlighted by the addition of many new interdisciplinary
courses, and the expansion of undergraduate research opportunities.

Moreover, Harward has helped
the College create a more stable
student enrollment and an increased
see

Harward: page 5

On Wednesday September 6 the
Wooster. forum will launch its
lecture and performing arts series by presenting Dr.
Paula Gunn Allen in McGaw
Chapel at 7:30 p.m. Gunn Allen,
a major Native American poet,
writer, and scholar, will be lecturing on "Visions of the Universe
and Human Actions." Her experiences as a Native American will
set an unusual tone, offering alternatives to the usual ideas rooted in
fourth-annu-
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traditions.

The theme for this forum series,
"Citizens of the Universe," is designed to explore the way in which
cultural assumptions about the
universe determine a society's attitudes about its resources-- bo ih human and natural. Gunn Allen specifically treats this concept as she
see Forum: page 4.
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Over the course of the summer a lot of things happened to
people who spend their academic year at Wooster. Some got
jobs; some spent their time partying; some went abroad, or
visited relatives. Most had control of their summers: which
jobs they got, whose house at which they parried, whether or
not they visited those relatives.
Over 50 of America came one step closer to losing control
over their own bodies, and all Americans came one step closer to having the state control their lives. As state governments
struggle to figure out what "state rights" means, women will
have to struggle to keep control of their own bodies. Women, with men, will have to fight for the right of legal abortion
in America.
Some of us were disillusioned over the summer. We
thought it could never happen again. I sat in my high seat mis
summer,. working and lounging, knowing that the Supreme
Court would look at the majority, would recognize that safe
and free legal abortion should be a possibility for all women.
It's nice to be able to think that there is safe ground on
which women's rights activists can stand. Women can vote
now; we can say that. But now only some women can
choose abortion: those women who manage to get through all
the red tape before their fetuses are too mature to safely abort
This summer I sat stunned as Tom Brokaw inadequately led
a debate between Olivia Gans and Faye Waddleton, president
of Planned Parenthood. Gans was actually sitting there (with
a huge and incredibly vile grin on her face) telling millions of
viewers that she had been forced to have an abortion...that
people like Waddleton had forced her to have an abortion. I
guess some viewers were thinking "Geez, nobody forced you
to have that abortion." All I could think of were the countless
thousands of women who had been forced not to have an
abortion. Whose bodies are they anyway?
Women's bodies don't belong to me, or the state, or Sandra
Day O'Connor and her overbearing team. The most terrible
thing of all is that four more cases concerning abortion are on
the Supreme Court docket, and the liberal block in the supreme court is not only small, but old. Soon they will have to
be replaced by younger people. They won't be able to wait
through the Bush Administration to be replaced, and they
won't be able to overcome the strength of the rest of the Supreme Court. We must help them with their quest to vote for
(people who supthe majority. On October 29,
port legal choice of abortion) will rally in Columbus Ohio to
show their concern with the Supreme Court's decision. On
November 12, students and faculty from Wooster will board
the buses for another long haul to Washington. Molly Yard,
President of NOW, hopes for a turnout of over a million.
So do I.
Pro-Choic- ers
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The Wooster Voice is published weekly during the academic year except during examination periods by the students of the College of Wooster.
double-spaced
latcrs to the editor which do not
We welcome all typed,
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Leadership: Reflections on happenings of last semester
MELFORD FERGUSON
Opinions Editor
Well, we are back on campus for
another academic year at the College of Wooster. It is always exciting to come back to Wooster to
see old friends and also to meet
new ones. However, coming back

had a deeper meaning for me. I
have been looking forward to assisting in increasing the lines of
communication on campus this
year. (I guess this is the main reason I accepted the position as
Opinions Editor of The Wooster
Voice.)

some very important points that I
would like to share regarding the
Galpin sit-i-n last semester. You
need not have been at the sit-i- n
last semester to understand what I
am attempting to convey. First,
leadership is a highly contextual

concept

With this in mind, there arc

One leadership style is not

ap- -

propriaie for every given situation. King's agenda (or any other past
leader's methods) to the later
For example, using the exact leadwould not be considered a leader.
ership methodology of Martin Luideas and new approaches to
Fresh
approKing,
would
Jr.
be
not
ther
methodology of nonKing's
priate' to bring fonh racial
would be necessary to
violence
my
opinion.
solidartiy today, in
problems in Amcr- racial
with
deal
King's methods were ideal within
the context of the 1960s.
see Leadership: page 11
An individual who follows
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If you can find a Macintosh in this room,
we might putone inyours. Ftee

Vs.
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In what will surely be the easiest test of your intellect this term, Apple invites you
to try winning a free Apple'Macintosh'Plus personal computer merely by finding it in
this drawing.

Wll even give you a hint: Ifs not the table, the lamp, or the chair.
Now you're on your own.
To register, look for contest details where Macintosh computers are sold on your
campus. Oh, all right, we'll give you a hint for that, too: Look at the bottom of this ad.
But do it really, really fast Because only one Macintosh is being given away on this
campus, and it's going to happen soon.
Soon, as in right away. Pronto. Quick-lite- .
But hey, you can take a hint

Somebody's going to win a free Macintosh.
Enter September

4th-Septem-

22nd

ber

Academic Computing Services
Taylor Hall, Room 314
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explores the elements of the Native American Culture which are
closely linked to both social
change and planetary survival. In
her book, The Sacred Hoop: Recovering the Feminine in American Indian Traditions, Gunn Allen offers the following information: "Understanding tribal cultures
is essential to all responsible acsotivists who seek
cial change that can result in a real
decrease in human and planetary
destruction and in a real increase in
quality of life for all inhabitants of
planet earth."
Currently a full professor at
Gunn Allen began
her studies at the University of
Oregon where she received her
Bachelor of Arts (English) in 1966
and her Masters of Fine Arts
(Creative Writing) in 1968. It was
not until 1970 when she was asked
to teach a course in Native American Studies at the University of
New Mexico that her focus began
to shift This eventually led her to
return to what she describes as her
"mother's side, to the sacred hoop
of my grandmother's ways." As a
result, she has emerged as a major
scholar in the discipline of Native
American Studies.
Aside from Gunn Allen's accom
life-affirmi- ng

U.C.-Berkle- y,

plishments as a teacher and scholar, her writing has been critically
d
Pueblo Inacclaimed. A
dian woman is the central character
in The Woman Who Owned the
Shadows, where she incorporates
Native American myth, legend,
and history. The novel itself was
described by The Women's Review
of Books as "Filled with being-w- ith
the beauty of language and
the being of insight., opening opportunities of grace for all of us"
(1984).
The New York Times Book Review credited this work with helping to expand the basic literary
cannon: "This novcl...marks an
important place in Americm
valuable addition to the increasingly impressive list of novels by American Indians" (Spring,
1986). Other fictional works include collections of poetry and
short stories, most recently. Skins
and Bones (1988) and Spider
Woman's Granddaughters: Short
Stories by American Indian Women (1989). In addition, her essays
on Native American culture are
widely published and she has been
involved in the editing of numerous volumes of Native American
essays.

YALMAN ONARAN
Scries Writer

Private company sends satellite to orbit: For the first

Communist Party officials in Soviet Baltic press mid-

dle road: Communist Party leaders in Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia issued statements this week accepting the militant elements in
the recent uprising, but dismissed the significance of such groups
and pledged a commitment to achieving greater freedom. The statements were a reaction to the Soviet Communist Party's denunciation
of the nationalist movement in the Baltic republics.
Mickey Mouse buys Miss Piggy: The Walt Disney Company said that it "would acquire Hcnson Associates Inc., which owns
the Muppcts. Wall Street analysts speculated the bid as being between $100 million and $150 million.
Solidarity Chief in Poland urges halt to strikes: Lech
Walesa, the leader of Solidarity, urged the striking Polish workers
to go back to work. Todcusz Mazowiccki, the first
prime minister in Poland since the early post war years, was elected
by the Parliament last week.
A new galaxy is born: Astronomers have discovered what they
believe is a galaxy in the throes of birth. The finding demonstrates
that contrary to current belief, galaxies are still being formed in the
universe and were not all produced shortly after the cataclysmic ex
plosion.
non-commun-

New-Yor- k-

,

Mike

fic-tkn.- ..a

time in space history, a privately
""
'
owned rocket built by the
McDonnell Douglas Space Systems Co., was launched carrying a
television broadcasting satellite. Previously private companies had
sent only small rockets on suborbital flights.

Ccpilcfrbm-Th- a
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In the news
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Pepper

Phones in all dorms rooms will make calling much easier and convenient.

Phone System from page
Collegc look estimates on the cost
of installing a new system.
AT&Ts bid of $1.2 million beat
out five other competitors and
earned the consultant's recommen-

.

dation.
Despite all of the needed digging

and rewiring, the new system was
installed on schedule. On August
11, residence hall lines were cut
and reworked. Changeover to the
newly installed system occurred
August 15. By August 18, other
lines were being added on to the
Nevertheless, huge
network.
mole-lik- e
trench markings from
lines arc still visithe freshly-lai- d
ble crisscrossing the campus.
Sometime before returning to
campus, students were sent a new
calling card and information on the
new system. The card contains the
PSC,
student's secret seven-dig- it

or Personal Security Code.
Punching in this number after the

phone numbers automatically
charges that call to the student's
account With the new network,
local calls are no longer free;
In addition, a
is assessed
fee
per
semester
$15
the new
under
each student account
system. For phone mail, the fee
is $7 per month.
in-stead,theyco-

st$.10.

i-

-

Billing on the new system is
handled by ACUS, a service affiliated with AT&T. Students will
receive monthly bills in their campus boxes. However, students
may request that the bills be sent
to parents or to another outside address.
As with any unfamiliar system
of this size, the new phone system
has had its problems. Bonnie
Switchboard Supervisor, urges patience in the transition from
old system to new. "There are only
a few minor problems with the
new system," Tillery said. Some
students did not receive their cards
and information packets in the
mail over the summer. And prob- lems persist she said, with the
use of improper codes.
Those who experience problems
with the network may call Sue
Sprunger, a College employee acting as special AT&T liaison and
troublcshooter. S noddy, too, can
address concerns with the system.
Information enclosed with the card
e
numbers for
also lists
students to call if they have problems.
Jennifer Belmont junior and
President of the Student Govern

ment Association, expressed happiness that the new system is finally in place. "After two years of
SGA support for the project,"
Belmont said, "it's good that the
plan is realized." Belmont seemed
especially pleased by the phone
mail capability. The fact that the
rigorous installation process was
finished on time, she said, is
"fantastic."

Til-ler- y.

,

toll-fre-

Dean of Students Ken Plusquel-le- c
showed similar delight with the
new phone system, adding that its
installation has been his "long-tergoal." Plusquellec remarked
that the new system allows convenience, security and privacy in
phone communication.
Student reaction to the new system has been mixed. First-yestudent Jen Drulincr dislikes the
difficulty of making collect calls.
Senior Stephanie Stapleton feels
rather comfortable with the new
network, saying, "Really, it's no
big deal." But perhaps Melford
Ferguson, also a senior, spoke for
much of the college community
with his awe of the system. "I
just sit and watch mine ring," he
said. "It's beautiful and in my
own room."
m

--

ar

The Mentally Handicapped of
Wayne County Need You!!!

ist

Volunteer at Ida Sue SchoolNick Amster Workshop by
tutoring, sports assisting, arts and crafts, girl and boy scouts,
and much more. First meeting is Thursday, September 7
at 8:30 p.m. in. Westminster House.

For more information, please call Louise Dierks (4157) or
Jeannine Drwenkar (4155).

News
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New party policy initiated
Party Assistants. These assistants, students who have been specifically hired and trained for their,
duties, will be present at every
College event in which a sponsoring organization serves alcohol. It
has been recommended that the
Party Assistants not be members
of the sponsoring organization due
to possible conflicts of interest.
However, the event docs remain
successful.
The new policy is similar to the the sole responsibility of the sponSGA proposal of last semester, soring organization,
with the addition of the hiring of see Party Policy: page 6

phie Wisnicwski (Associate Dean
of Students), and Bill Sudduth
(Manager of "The Underground")
developed the new guidelines,
keeping in close contact with SGA
President Jennifer Belmont The
committee attempted to form a
policy acceptable to both students
and administration, and Young
feels that this attempt has been

JENN DUNN
Staff Writer
As a result of efforts of the Student Government Association
(SGA), the administration, and
student response of Spring semester 1989, a new party policy is going into effect on a trial basis this
semester beginning September 22.
This summer a committee comprised of Dwayne Davis (Director
of Residential Life), Sylvia Young
(Assistant Dean of Students), So- -

Harward from page

1

student academic profile by stress- ing an increased faculty involve- mcnt in admissions efforts and the
development of the College Schol- .

.. "

brought about many new avenues
of learning and development for
students. Through the Sophomore
Research Program, students are

"

'

.

..

'

'

"

'

"

learning.
Harward chose to accept the offer

from Bates because it offered a
"very rare opportunity and interest- -

T

Russian becomes major;:
Soviet visits to assist
MOUSUMI SARKAR
Staff Writer
At the final faculty meeting
last semester, Russian Studies was
approved as a major. Elena Sokol,
the only faculty member of this
department, said that the curriculum will deal not only with language and literature but will also
consist of courses on the historical, political and economical aspects. Some aspects like geography may not be covered, but on
the whole the students will be given a basic idea of the country that
is the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republic.
It will not only be considered as
only an art or a social science ma- jor but as an interdisciplinary major. The department had two student majors last year and one this

I
13
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-
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year.
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of Academic Affair Don Harward is leaving Wooster to take the position
of President at Bates College.
Vice-Preside-

nt

paired with faculty and jointly conduct research with them. The creation of the Leadership Program and
Symposium is another great accomplishment. Professor James
Hodges (History) was one of the
faculty who helped initiate the program.
He says "Don Harward's drive
and imagination were integral to
the development of the program."
Moreover, Hodges continued, "His
inclusive rather than exclusive
leadership style really empowers
the people he works with." Perhaps most notable to students,
however, is Harward's commit-- .
ment to the development of the
College's computing facilities.
I
The addition of the Macintosh
computer classroom and the microcomputer lab have greatly encapabilities for
. Harward's efforts have also hanced the students'
ars Program. The College has
also adopted many new policies inpolicy for facluding a tenure-trac- k
culty and an Affirmative Action in
Academic Affairs policy.
Harward has also helped insure
that the College will maintain its
"high level of intellectual vitality
and activities on campus." Since
1982, the College has received
many competitive grants, initiated
the Fall Forum Scries, and hosted
numerous faculty and student
workshops, seminars, and symposia covering all ranges of topics,
cultures, and disciplines. In addition, Harward has been instrumental in helping the College win
large grants from the Henry Luce
Foundation, the Pew Memorial
Trust, and the Howard Hughes
Medical Institute.
.

".r.r.-y"- ."

I

ing challenge." There remains
much at Wooster, however, that he
will dearly miss. He noted,
"Wooster's community spirit is an
exceptional. It has been a source
which has allowed us to achieve
common goals while retaining the
differences that are present in the
student body and in the faculty."
Harward will also miss his association with the students (he taught
each year he was here) and his faculty colleagues, for whom he has
the "highest regard."
Although there are many fond
memories that Harward will take
with him, hopefully he shall leave
one thing behind: a campus community committed to continuing
the tradition of strengths that he
and everyone before him at Wooster have labored to cultivate.

Elena Sokol, in her third year
with the College, will be teaching
all the classes in this department
She will be assisted in this task by
the visiting Curriculum Counselor, Liudimila Malygina. Malygi-n-a
is from Moscow and will be
here for a semester. Malygina is
not teaching any classes, in spite
of being a trained teacher, but her
status is not that of a Teaching
Assistant either. She will be helping the College to set up this new
jnajor and will be counseling the
department in all aspects.
In addition to courses, there is
the Russian House where any interested student can live and get a
feel of the U.S.S JL. The requirement is at least one year of Russian. Last year the number of students living in the house was
eight; this year it is six plus a
house "director. Malygina will be
the eighth resident of the house.
The department hopes to get a bigger house if more students arc

Mike
.

Russian Professor lSletia
Sokol lectures to her
Russian 101' class.

there is a Russian table in the
Lowry dining hall. The only language spoken here is Russian, and
any topic concerning the country
is discussed. The College also has
a study abroad program for students with at least two years of
Russian. One student from
Wooster is currently in Moscow.
Sokol expressed the hope that
soon we will be able to establish
Uie proper cuihiccuuhs aim iiavb
regular exchange students from the
Soviet Union. On being asked
about her feelings on this subject,
she said that she is excited at the
prospect of exchanges, since it is a
very interesting time in that part
of the world due to the drastic
changes taking place.
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Communication Department
makes structural changes
PWW

mi

I

M

i

I

orientation proves
useful to incoming class
First-yea- r

MICHAEL SNAVELY
Staff Writer

!

The first part of the comprehensive introduction to life at the ColOrienlege of Wooster, First-Yetation, began August 23 with the
arrival on campus of the class of
1993. Speakers such as Betty
Shull, Dwayne Davis, and Henry
Copeland addressed issues of academic expectations, coping with
problems, and social contracts.
During tne orientation period, students also met with their academic
advisors, learned about employment on campus, and registered for
classes. Orientation ended Sunday
night with an ice cream social and
the arrival of the uppcrclass students.
The orientation program complements the Forum Scries and the
First-Yeseminar as a complete
introduction to Wooster social and
ar

'

'

one another very well."
Returning to campus even earlistudents were
er than the first-yeand
Directors
Hall
the Residence
Doug
the Resident Assistants.
Sachtlcben, an RA for the fourth
floor of Armington Hall, was surprised at the amount of information he was bombarded with in the
ar

orientation sessions.

Mike

Pepper

Communications professor Amos Kiewe lectures to his
public speaking students on the first day of classes.
Becky DeWine

Staff Writer
The communication department
has undergone major changes
which are being put into effect this
semester.
The most obvious of these
changes is the removal of the word
'speech' from the name of the department. Bonnie Buzza, the communication department chair, explains: "People tend to associate
speech with public speaking and
assume speech is the primary focus, w hcras it is only one aspect"
The split in the department is
another area of dramatic change.
Formerly combined, the department now contains two majors:
Communication Studies and Corn- -

MICHAEL SNAVELY
Staff Writer

Westwood
Is your

Connection
on-camp- us

record store!

off-camp-

us,

ar
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two-thir- ds

dents.
Thirty-fiv- e
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trict of Columbia arc represented.
Ohio, with 193 students, or
again provides the greatest number
of students. Pennsylvania, with
is second.
58 students, or
Illinois shows the greatest increase over last year with a jump
from 14 students to 21 this year,
an improvement of
The class median ACT score remains unchanged at 24, but the
SAT verbal and math each show
an increase of ten points, up to
520 and 550 respectively. Public
high schools account for 70 of
incoming students this year, up
from 66 last year. The remaining 30 is split about equally between private and parochial

37,

The College's incoming first-yeclass statistical breakdown remains significantly unchanged
from last year, according to Stu
Tcrrass, new head of Admissions
Research.
Of the 525 entering students,
are minorities.
36, or about
Twenty-si- x
of these arc black.
The 22 international students
represent ten countries and
account for about 4 of the class.
Again this year, India and Pakistan together account for
of new international stu-

International students arrived

Party Policy

ar

Promise on paper

academic life.

munication Science and Disorders.
two days earlier than the rest of the
Courses were added to the declass for a more intensive orientapartment including many in Comtion, including programs on how
munication Studies designed to to adjust to American culture and
strengthen theory and research.
introductions to special services
Classes were created for Commufor international students. Accordnication Science and Disorders to
ing to Suraj Dudhoria, from Calbetter prepare students for graduate cutta, India, "The orientation proschool. These courses were of gram was great. Jim Citron,
much greater relevance to Science
Director of International Student
and Disorders than many of the. Affairs was really friendly, and the
classes they were free to choose
international students got to know
from in last "year's broader department.
from page
The Communication DepartAccording to Young, "this is a
ment began it's make over last
year upon the arrival of Buzza. She system that can work; most of
claims the goal was "to create a ' all, it depends on getting qualified
people to work as Party Assistbelter, stronger curriculum in comants."
To be eligible to apply for
planmunications." After a year of
the
job
of Party Assistant, a stuning, that curriculum is now being
dent
be 19 years of age or
must
put into effect
older, and meet various other requirements. Applications for the
position, which arc due August 30
and again on September 6, are
available from the Office of Residential Life in Babcock Hall and
the Student Employment Office.

didn't

know there was so much to learn,"
he observed. "I'm really glad the
training was so intensive, though,
because now I'll know how to
handle any situation that arises."
The housing problems of last

ar

,

"I

year seem to be in the past Because the entering class of 1992, at
543 students, was the largest in
Wooster history, the College had
to acquire new small houses and
create more space in dorms. The
enrollment to
decrease in first-yewith an inalong
students,
525
crease in the number of uppcrclass
greatly
students living
alleviated the housing shortage,
and the construction of new dorm
space and the planned renovation
of existing residence halls should
eliminate any foreseeable

states plus the Dis

12,

50.

xhools.

-

Among other duties. Party Assistants are responsible for checking identification, giving wristbands to those persons 21 years of
age or older, serving alcohol and
general supervision of the volunThe wristbands,
teer workers.
A,
SG
indicate that the
provided by
wearer is of age to be served alcohol; persons without wristbands
cannot be served, and if they are
observed consuming alcoholic beverages, appropriate action will be
taken by Party Assistants or other

workers at the party.
If, after the trial semester the
policy docs not work, a policy of
limited admission (21 and over) to
events where alcohol is served will
be substituted. As Belmont
marked, "SGA is very positive
about the new policy, and I am
glad to see it go into effect so
quickly. I hope that students realize how good the policy is compared to what could have

Do you enjoy working with people? Do you have strong communication skills?

Are you assertive? Ae you able to think well on your feet?
Are you 19 years of age or older?

Check out the "baby book"
discount
for a special 20
on your first purchase
at Westwood Connection

If you

answered YES to these questions, a job opportunity as a beverage server
and door checker at campus parties is waiting for you!

Party Assistant Applications are now available from the Student Employment
Office and the Office of Residential Life in Babcock Hall.
Application Deadlines: August 30 and September 6

Westwood Connection
437 E. Pine Sree(behind Mateer)
V5
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Band opens" season with performance at Scot Spirit Day
SHAWN PERRY
Staff Writer
Once again a brand new year begins at Wooster and with it comes
a whole new season of classes,
athletics, and of course, the 1989-9- 0
edition of the Scot Marching
Band. This is the band's eighty-nint- h
year in existence and its
sixth under the direction of Nancy
Ditmer. Also leading the band
this year are Assistant Director
Chester Andrews, Band President
Dennis Kuhl, and Drum Major Jason Boone.
The band plays at all home football games where they step off for
pregame at 1:15. In addition, three
away games, Obcrlin, Dcnison,
and Kenyon, are also on the band's
agenda. If that isn't enough, they
will be the featured band at the
Holmes County Band Show taking
place on Scpt.30 at Holmes County High School. ,
The band is 1 18 members strong
and sure to provide an excellent
show in the form of both precise
marching ability and strong musicianship. If you were able to see

The Big
Music

them debut at Lowry Center on
Scot Spirit Day last Sunday, then
you realize how impressive the
band's sound is. An added treat to
this group are the very appropriate
bagpipe players and Scottish dancers. They help set the right mood
at the home of the Fighting Scots!
What makes a band like this so
successful in their music and
showmanship? "The leadership is
strong and so the learning is quicker," said Ditmer. "They make
good progress every year and the
crowd is always receptive and supportive whenever we play." What
stuabout the incoming first-yedents and their contribution? "A
very outstanding first-yeclass as
far as musicianship!"
The band's history dates back to
1900 when a Student Band was
formed to help pep up the crowd
during the various athletic competitions. Over the next few years,
the band's future seemed dim due
to the lack of financial support,
lack of instruments, and just plain
lack of interest and participation
by the student body. As all of
see Band: page 9
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Lighthouse Fun

Festival:

The Richland County Raceway in
Mansfield, Ohio presents the
Lighthouse Fun Festival on Monday, September 4, at 1 p.m. Donations will benefit the physically
and mentally challenged, and the
festival will include food, games,
prizes, and raffles. For more information call

;

:

589-RAC-

E.

Book Festival:

The Summit
County Libraries will sponsor a
book festival on Saturday, September 16, from 10 am. to 4 p.m.
at the Stan Hywet Hall and Gardens in Akron, Ohio.' The festival
is free and open to the public and
will feature face painting, clowns,
animals, vendors, and talks given
by authors of children's books.
For information call

CHRISTIAN RUCH
Columnist

688-329- 5.

Dixie Darling Talent Show:
The U.S.A. Dixie Darling Talent
Show will be held for people between the ages of three and thirty
on September 16 at 7 p.m. at the
Renaissance Theater. For ticket in6
formation call (419)
or

n.

522-272-

.
1-800-64-

eleven tracks on the album. Lianas' scratchy voice sounds like a
cross between Bob Dylan and Tom
Waits which makes a nice contrast
that
surprised
I have always been
to Neuman's smooth vocal style.
popular
the BoDcans aren't more
album also features guest apThe
than they actually are. Their first
pearances
by Marshall Crenshaw
two albums. Love & Hope & Sex
Cougar Mcllcncamp's
John
& Dreams and Outside Looking and
In, were filled with infectious pop drummer Kenny Amoff.
Home begins with two of the
songs that would have fit comfortsongs on the album: the enbetter
list,
play
radio
ably on any FM
"When the Love is Good"
ergetic
as
annoying
and weren't nearly as
Rain," an inspiring
"Beautiful
and
Spcedwag-oBryan Adams or REO
summer's long
song
last
about
The BoDcans' new album
sings at
painfully
Lianas
drought
Home may be just what they need .
somesong,
"Is
it
the
of
end
the
mainto propel them into the
something
it
Is
we
do
thing
that
stream.
said I'm wondering what
we
Bothat
the
of
members
core
The
the hell is wrong I'm getting a
Dcans are Kurt Neuman and Samshare
they
Together
my Lianas.
jseeBuch: page.8.
writing" credits' and vocals on the
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Drum Major Jason Boone directs the Scot Marching Band daring Scot Spirit Day.
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Dietz Art Exhibit: The Great
Southern Hotel in Columbus,
Ohio will present the art exhibit
"Aqueous Imagery: The South
Eastern Ohio Watcrcolor Society"
from September 15th to October
28th. Hours will be extended daily, and admission will be free.
The exhibit will feature the paintings of Dr. Charles Dietz, Director
of the Zanesville Art Center. For
information call
228-380- 0.

McCorby Jazz Performance:
Jazz musician Ron McCrorby will
perform two shows on Saturday,
September 30, at 6.30 p.m. and
again at 9 p.m at the student
lounge in Eisenhower Hall on the
Ohio Slate University campus in

Mansfield. Tickets arc available in
advance (reservations

recommend-

ed) at the MansfieldRichland
County Convention Center and
Visitors Bureau. Tickets arc S7
for one show and $12 for both; $3
and $7 respectively for students.
The Tom Crogan Jazz Ensemble
will open both shows.

Poetry Contest: International.
Publications is sponsoring a National College Poetry Contest '
Cash prizes will be awarded for the
top five entries. The deadline is
October 31. For further information send a stamped envelope to:
International Publications
P.O. Box 44044-- L
Los Angeles, California 90044.

THE COLLEGE OF WOOSTER
GOSPEL CHOIR

Under the direction of WJ. Wright, Jr.
will begin Semester I
Monday, September 4,
In Schelde 203

7-- 9

P.M.

Choir members will recleve .125 credit hours per
semester by registering for MUS
16-156--

00

For more information please call ext. 2366
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Ruch from page 7
liulc bit afraid."
Another socially cohscious song
is "World's Away," which the album stales was "inspired by the
rich and poor." But while the lyrics of the song lament life in the
d
music gives
streets, the
the song an optimistic feel. In
"Far Far Away From My Heart,"
fast-pace-

one of the few slower songs on
Home, the singer honestly deals
with his attempts to control loneliness. Although the song is specifically written about touring and
life on the road, it contains a universal message.
The liner notes of Home state
that "Good Work," an upbeat song
from the first side, was performed
in Hampton, Virginia with members of the band U2. Later songs
like "You Don't Get Much" and
"Brand New" sound as if the U2
sound rubbed off a little too much
on the Bo Deans. But while "Brand
New" is saved by moving lyrics
and a rollicking ending, "You
Don't Get Much" is completely
lost. The beginning guitar riffs
were directly lifted from the Edge
and the lyrics would sound appropriate being belted out by Bono.
Fortunately, Home contains
enough good songs to grant the
Bo Deans forgiveness.

Perhaps the most enjoyable
thing about Home is that it
making it. The album is filled
with so much good feeling that it
can't help but rub off on the listener. This clement of fun is what
saves the band from being dragged
down by their sometimes tedious
lyrics and cheap U2 imitations.
The liner notes state that all instruments were "played at maximum volume so as to annoy as
many neighbors as possible, to attract attention to ourselves, and to
preserve the
Do try this at
home." Sounds like good advice.
a-ro- nk.

BEAUTY CENTER
INC.

Featuring:
Redken, Nexus,
& Nucleic A
Hair Products

Open 6 Days

Closed Sunday.
LOCATED IN THE
GATEWAY INN
264-920- 1

Key Administrators Provide Students
'

Editors' Note: The following administrators play a crucial role in College life with students. As part of the ongoing struggle to solve communication problems between various factions of the campus, the Voice

Sylvia Young
Assistant Dean of

pledged its support of a spread which would help to provide students with
avenues of communication between themselves and the administration.

Students

Ken Plusquellec
Dean of Students

Location of. office: Lowry Center next to Keys and IDs
meets with students by appointment
or dropping in the office
Duties: To organize, select and advise New Student Orientation Committee, direct Compton Hall, advise
ICC, ISC and SGA, assist students
with personal concerns, organize
leadership development programs.

of Office: Gal pin
Hall, second floor
meets with students by appointment
or dropping in his office
Duties: Responsible for the Student Services. Program which includes HousingResidential Life; CaLocation

reer
-

J4-5-

";.

xX '5'
'

Development,

Student

Activities, Lowry Student Center,
HealthCounseling Services, Black
and International Student Affairs, Financial Aid, Orientation, Parents'

'

Questions answered: General

.

student life concerns, anything related to clubs, sections or SGA, stu- dent organization problems.

Dwayne Davis
Director of
Residential Life

Weekend.

Questions Answered: Available
regarding academic, social and'
students
individual
counsel
assist
or
to
assistance as mediator
immediate
personal matters. Can provide most
with other offices and with questionsconcerns about co--c utricular policy,
individual academic standing, leave status, withdrawal readmission.

"

Location

Sophie Wisniewski

Associate Dean of
Students

Location of office: Galpin Hall
meets with students by appointment, usually on the same day, except during exams or accepts phone
calls, drop in visits to her office or
conversations on campus
Duties: Generally responsible for
working in conjunction with students to support their efforts to
maintain an atmosphere which will
enable them to acquire a college education and to support the academic
responsible for managing the
Specifically,
College.
mission of the
supervising the Directors of
and
programs
Life
Residential
Housing and
Judicial System, implethe
supervising
Housing,
Residential Life and
support groups sponthe
as
such
programs
menting special educational
Alcoholism ServicCounty
Wayne
sored by Every Women's House and
meets with students
Also,
Deans.
es, Choices Week and Dining with the
to
take a leave of abdecision
who arc considering or have already made a
counseling
limited
sence or withdraw from the College and also provides
parents
concerns,
addresses
to students regarding personal andor academic
about these issues, and assists other staff members in addressing students
atwho have experienced a crisis situation such as a rape, theft or suicide
tempt.
Questions answered: What can I do to get off academic probation?
To whom do I turn if I need counseling or support to deal with a friend or
family member who is alcoholic? How do I press charges against someone within the College Judicial System? How can I change academic advisors? What if I have been raped, had belongings stolen, or verbally harassed? How do I find out more about the support groups offered?
Should I take a leave of absence and how will that affect my education?
I've been feeling pressured to do more, how do I deal with these feelings?
I've missed class for a whole week because I was having a personal crisis,
inhow do I go back and face my professors? How can I become more
volved on campus? How can I organize my lime more effectively? Arc
there resources on campus to assist me in dealing with concerns I have?

,

I
1-

-

I

.

A-

-

I

I

I

of office: Babcock,

north end of first floor
meets with students by calling 2498
or dropping by the office
Duties: To select, train and supervise Residential Life Staff, to supervise the Party Contract System, first
level of discipline. Also encourages
educational programming, works to
improve quality of residential facilities.

Questions answered: Personal
problems, conflicts, complaints

about facilities, concerns about other students who arc having personal
problems, concerns about staff. Also deals with pressing charges to resolve an issue through mediation .
1

Deborah Hilty
Secretary of the College
and the Board of

Trustees and

Executive Assistant to

the President

Location of office: 2nd floor of
Galpin Hall
meets with students by appointment
Duties: Most pertinent administrative duties include Affirmative
Action Officer, Coordinator of
with Handicapped RegCompliance
V
ulations and other federal regulations. Racist and Sexual Sexist
Harassment Policy Coordinator, coordinate public occasions (Opening Convocation, Baccalaureate , Commencement) and meetings of the Board of Trustees. Also, assists in developing College policy in response to institutional need and the
mandates of external agencies, schedules trustee meeting weekends, serves
on committee related to various aspects of student life.
Questions answered: About areas related to duties and questions
about the disciplines of English, Teacher. Education, Women's Studies,
Cultural Diversity
Also has experience dealing with student publications. Women's Resource Center, Greek Life, and the Inicrfaith Council.
.,

x
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these conditions steadily improved.

a new change was decided upon in I

Galpin

Hall

meets with students by appointment
Duties: To provide leadership for
the College and to work with the
Vice Presidents and faculty to issue
a quality educational program'.
Also, to participate in establishing
educational policies and to make
administrative and faculty appointments.
Questions answered: Questions
- concerning educational
available at the College. Also, concerns about the quality of a
opportunity at the College.

er.

to-Woost-

U-bo-

Lenora Barnes-WrigDirector, Office of '
Black Student Affairs

Hayden Schilling .
Dean of Admissions
Acting Vice President for
Academic Affairs,
(beginning Oct. 1)
Location of office: Galpin Halt
meets with students by appointment
Duties: Vice President of Acadme-i- c
Affairs is responsible for the execution of the educational and administrative policies of the College
which involves the curriculum, faculty appointment and promotion,
the academic budget and the general
oversight
of areas such as admisI
T
sions, the library, student services.
the computer center, financial aid, career planning and developments He
serves as the chief officer of the institution in the absence of the Presi:

dent
Questions answered: Students arc welcome to bring relevant issues
to the Vice President Many of these issues may well be most appropriately dealt with by one of the deans or directors. The V.P. will seek out
student opinion, support student endeavors whenever appropriate and will
welcome continuing contacts with student

Yvonne Williams
Dean of Faculty
Location of Office: second floor
of Galpin Hall
meets with students by appointment
Duties: Working with departments
and individual faculty concerns to
create classes and courses. Chair of
Educational Policy Committee, Academic Standards Committee and
Programs Committee, stuUp-pcrcl-

ass

dents' academic concerns.

&

aft

Questions answered: Waiver of
graduation requirements, grade disputes, grievances concerning faculty
members. - '

at

--

ht

Location of Office: second floor
of Galpin Hall

l

J

v

I
I

meets with students by appointment

majc by calling cxt 2545 or com
ing to the receptionist desk at the

Dean's Office, by dropping in the of-lice or passing on campus
Duties: Responsible for assisting
p,
in the assessing and shanint? of the
campus environment particularly as
it affects the quality of life of Black
students. An example of this might
be the recommendation of new or re
vised policies that will increase Black students' access or participation
throughout the College and participation on various committees that address particular issues such as Retention, Programming, Counseling, etc.
Often consulted as a resource for voicing the particular concerns and
needs of the collective Black student community: Takes role of Student
Advocacy very seriously and is willing to listen to a student's concern
problem, assist him or her in determining the most effective course for
finding a solution and when necessary making referral s to other indi viduals
departments that can help with the specific nature of the concern. Assists in successfully meeting the challenges and difficulties and to continue on to graduation from the College.
Questions answered: Academic: problems with course material, concerns about a relationship with a faculty member or advisor, academic
status, undecided majors; Employment: difficulty in finding jobs, concerns regarding employment interfering with academics, concerns about
unfair hiring or treatment, employment as it relates to workstudy; Financial: problems with past due accounts, needing clarity regarding amount
needed to registrar, personal or parental financial problems, questions
about the financial aid process; Housing: problems with roommates,
seeking information regarding housing options; Organizational: questions about programming ideas and procedures, requests for additional
funding, questions about charters, officers, new organizations,
Racism: reporting incidents of racial harassment or concerns regarding friends, roommates, etc., request to conduct workshops
or lectures on racismcultural awareness. Also, consulted by many student leadersorganizations that arc concerned with the issues of ethnic diversity and will advise on how to be involved in a meaningful way.
v

r
x

co-sponsori- ng;

trcaltaD.
Guests:
1. Know )our limM

stay within

M.

2. Know whatyun? drinking.
3. Designate

4. Don let

a anrinkbgdrivee
a friend drive drunk

a cab if youTre not sober

5. Call

or not sure.

Hosts:

'

6. Serve plenty of food.
7.

Beresporcabfe for Blends'

safety:

& Stop serving alcohol as the party
winds down.
9. Help a problem drinker
by offering your support
10. Set

a good example.

EEERrxtNXESS
OF

AMfJGA

f ARTYSMART
150 Paubuino Ave., Suite 190,
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
.
1-80044-

Location of office:

order to enhance the band's image
and to show the spirit of the
'
school itself.
early
1939,
days
of
during the
In
Location of office: Hygeia
Meets with students by appoint- World War II, a supply of tartan
'
. kilts were ordered directly from
ment,
...
Duties: To provide confidential Scotland to be sent
counseling and psychological ser- This shipment, however, never
vices to students, to assist in train- made it to the mainland as it was
Reing directors and RAs. to participate sunk by a German
r
later.
months
gencame
placements
in programming on topics of a
eral psychological nature upon re- The bagpipes and dancers came afquest (ex. a Lowry Center short ter the war. Over the years, all of
these elements have prominantly
course each semester).
Questions answered: Basically shown both the band's uniqueness
anything students would like to talk as well as its true school spirit
with someone about, especially as
they attempt to sort out their feelings, their options, their concerns.
Also, anything which the student regards as important to talk about, he
or she can talk in confidence about personal concerns, academic, relationship, family, emotional, eating disonlers , substance abuse.

Betty Schull
Clinical Psychologist

1-2357

Henry Copeland
President of the College

a Kprafit

Beer Drinkers of America
opea om to perm
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t
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This week's guest film reviewer in the dust are two great moments.
KS: I think that I liked this
is Brian Yocum.
film a bit more than you did,
KS: Uncle Buck is best deBrian. Maybe it was my niece's
scribed by my 8 year old niece:
prior to seeing it that
perspective
Candy
guy
John
"It's about this
palpable. No wrong
more
it
made
brothwho goes to take care of his
no foe
went
's
er's kids because his
right?
upbeat,
Kind
of
father has a heart attack (he gets
BY: Who are you kidding?
better, though). He really likes
this lady (Amy Madigan) but they This was the slowest film I've
fight a lot. And there is this mean seen since Ironwccd. Not only
that but Hughes tries to combine
girl but she gets nice in the end.
And he gives the dog beer." My both drama and comedy into one
storyline but instead winds up
5 year old niece's comment:
with a distinct separation between
beer."
dog
"Yeah, he gives the
BY: Unfortunately, this is a the two. It worked in Good Mornpretty accurate summary. Sounds ing Vietnam, but not here.
KS: That didn't bother me
doesn't it? I
like a real nail-bitmuch. The film, as can be expecthave to admit, except for a few inspired moments I found this film ed from Hughes, had some important statements to make about
to be pretty unoriginal.
commitment, parenthood, and famKS: It's a John Hughes film.
Need we say more? While parts ily and teenage relationships. The
were genuinely funny and others comedy, as in other "learn and
touching, it was for the most part grow" type films, is a product of
yes, it all turns out that growing process. I just didn't
predictable
find it funny enough and wasn't
well in the end.
BY: O.K., so I didn't like this duly impressed enough by the
movie a whole lot. But. it did treatment or presentation of the issues.
have a few great lines and some inAlthough you
BY: Yeah.
teresting camera shots. The eleI think we
dictionary
a
like
sound
scene
and
school
cafeteria
mentary
a
However,
way.
same
the
feel
boyfriend
Buck leaving his niece's
un-right- cd,

sister-in-law-

un-foug- ht.

er

--

Mind

good friend of mine saw this film
three times and found it "moving."
I didn't.

Grade:

.

,

yes' to any of these questions, you
may be one of the many closet liberals here at Wooster, wishing you
were not alone in a sea of apathy
and conservatism.
Well, you are not alone, and
there's no annoying 900 number to
call. Simply attend this year's
first meeting of Students for Peace
through Action (SPA), and dare to
be liberal. Actions in the past
have included sending educational
supplies to Nicuragua, voter regis
tration, writing letters to dump

sity

J.M. RUBIN
College Press Services

,

(UCLA) annual survey of

308,000 freshmen paints a picture of collegians "who are not
first-yestudents sanguine about the future," sumThis year's
are depressed, disappointed and marized UCLA's Kenneth Green.
the biggest survey of
"We have very high suicide rates
national student attitudes reported among college students now," addJan. 9.
ed Alexander Astin, the UCLA
American
findingsthe.
Theof
professor who directs the survey-- .
Univer
and
He attributes them to "tremendous
Council on Education
ar

debt-ridde- n,

-

--

One dark day this summer, I was
taken to the doctor. The day was
wet, the car ride was painful, and
my mood was foul. As soon as I
went into the waiting room, I realized that in a matter of minutes I
would be nude. I looked around
for some light reading to get my
mind off my unplcascnt fate, and
found nothing but Newsweek,
Business News, and Money Magazine. Where was People, Sports
Illustrated, USA Today? This
waiting room seemed to encourage
serious readers only.
In about ten minutes, I was told
to go to room three. Leaving the
waiting room made me feel important I told myself, rather arrogantly, that my problem, unlike
everyone else's problems, demanded immediate attention. However,

me

C

Uncle Buck is currently playing
at the Orr Twin Cinema (Orrville,
Ohio) and has been held over for
one more week (hard to believe,
huh?). Bargain matinee nights arc
Monday and Tuesday ($2.00).
Recommended Video for the
week: Cannibal Women in the
Avocado Jungle of Death (you've
got to see it to believe it).

Bork, initiating a Kelloggs boycott, bringing speakers to campus,
s,
hosting a third world dance at
enlightening the campus during CIA recruitment , and much
more.
SPA meets weekly at 6 p.m.,
Sunday in the Lowry faculty dining room and everyone (students,
faculty, staff) is welcome. You
can even bring your dinner. So
don't be an armchair liberal,
change only comes about through
Icha-bod-

'
--

-

r,
as an experienced
only
was
I knew that this
process.
phase two in the waiting
The doctor had patients in all the
rooms. I was a cog on the wheel,
and the doctor was the water. It
would be a long time before I got
doctor's-officc-goe-

wet
Doctors know this, so to keep
your hopes up, they send around
their nurses. She's not the doctor,
but she's good enough. In my
case, however, I would have rather
not have had any contact with the
nurse because of the nudity factor.
As I tooled around the room
with my hands behind my back, a
young looking nurse came in.
She was overweight, with glasses,
and had one of those totally frizzed
out, like, valley girl perms that
didn't make her look any better.
She was white as wall paper paste
and carried a clipboard. Her glasses made gcr eyes look very small.
The nurse trudged up to me carrying her clipboard and looked me
straight in the eye. "You're David,
see

Coogan:
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fDo you Plan to Sign Party Contracts?!
you do, you must attend one of the
upcoming Alcohol Awareness Workshops. This is
your last opportunity to attend a party contract
If

j

workshop this semester.

ALCOHOL

AWARENESS

WORKSHOPS

Tuesday, September 5, 1989

action!

and

Sunday, September 10, 1989
7:00 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Lowry room 119

on young people to
Whatever the reason,
achieve.
10.5 percent of the nation's first-yestudents reported feeling
"depressed" frequently, up from
stu8.3 percent of 1987's first-yedents and 8.2 percent of the 198S
first-yeclass.
More than one of every five

Limited space: for reservations call X2545

ar

To sign a party contract this year you must be of
legal drinking age and attend one of this years

ar

ar

see

This summer, I had a cyst removed from my butt. Now, I'm
not shy. I have no problem with
people who are direct with me, but
when nudity is involved, I must
admit that I am a little cautious.
Call me conservative; call me prudent; call me a bump on a log; I'm
sorry. I can't get naked for just
anybody.

s

California at Los Angeles

-

:

Studies show that
may have problems nationwide
pressures
of
first-year-

'

LDoc tor's officeH

O.K., so now is when we tell
you whether we think you should
go sec this film or not. Do you
really care what we think? William Van Cleave, who asked for
this weekly movie review, thinks
you do. To keep this column
we've decided to let you know
what we think.
Basically, it has a few enjoyable
moments, but overall, it was just
barely worth the two bucks we
paid to see it. This film will
probably do well on VHS and with
the Saturday matinee
crowd.
let's-kill-ti-

.1

DAVE COOGAN

Students For Peace Through Action
The following SPA article is
written by Mark llendrickson.
Do you deny to your friends that
you were involved in the Galpin
takeover last year because you fear
their reaction? Do you find yourself worried that your friends will
discover that you don't think the
B-- 2
bomber is a great idea?
Do you only quietly support the
rights of persons withAIDS for
fear of social ostracism? Do you
Quietly cringe when Bush balks on
arms reduction? If you answered

,v

Om My

and Company

1, 1989

First Years: page-r-

2

-

-

workshops. Remember, for your organization to
sponsor a party you need three signatures from
each organization and all three persons
must have attended the workshop.
There will be no exceptions.

--
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Unsung Heroes Yearbook endures problems
Joyce Parkinson

15,000 including

SARA SUTHERLAND
Staff Writer

Staff Writer

cci-cdit- or

mid-Jun- e,

ar

Leadership

-

I

heater.

Robinson's insurance company

The Sports Staff needs you!!!
are

informed him they would send him

be late (around Thanksgiving) peo-

a payment to purchase new layout
forms. The company also offered
to pay the publishing company responsible for publishing the Index
to put a rush on the production
and have the yearbook printed in
one month instead of the usual 2
and one half months.
The layout sheets were originally due about the time the flood oc

ple will be impressed by it He
has enjoyed his work on the yearbook because it has provided "large
amounts of fun."
He also added, "When I realized
all the papers were ruined, all I
could do was laugh hysterically,
and there wasn't much else I could
do. I guess the yearbook just has
some bad luck."

draw in order to understand the
black experience in this country.
Now that I have illustrated the
importance of viewing leadership
in its historical context, I am ready
to bring this discussion home to
Wooster. The College of Wooster
grew out of a certain historical
context It grew out of a time

number of blacks and women.
This is evident in the numbers that
are4 here now. However, the College has a greater responsibility
than increasing these numbers.
It has an obligation to create an
environment that is conducive for
a diverse population of people.
This has been neglected a great
deal in the past and the sit-i- n represented a reaction by student leaders to this historical neglect
Finally, the College is beyond
the realization stage and is making
very obvious steps to show that it
docs value diversity. I hope that
this continues. It is highly imperative to note that we all have a
to help keep Wooster
on the right track.

when racism and sexism were considered acceptable in America. The
College has been a leader in terms

of the acceptance of women and
blacks compared to other institutions

of its type.

Clarancc Allan was the first
black graduate in 1892, and the
first female graduate came in 1872,
just one year after Woostcr's opening. I imagine that a priority for
the College was to increase the

mm

TTV

I

rc-sponsib-

(S30

PHONES IN

7

Already with a trip
planned, as well as involvement in
a Spanish program this summer.
Robinson had to postpone the con- tinuation of the work on the year- book until August He is still
busy catching up.
Robinson appreciates all the understanding and help that people
have given him, especially the
staff and Nancy Grace, chair of the
publications committee. He says
that he has tried to jump the gun
by explaining the situation to people ahead of time. He also feels
that even though the yearbook will

-

ar

If

curred.

car-

all

pet and furniture. However, the
damage to the yearbook materials
that was so aggravating was not
necessarily the financial! loss
($100), but the time consuming
loss.
Robinson, as well as
Laurie Kcrlin, and a staff of about
30 students had spent hours upon
hours in preparing the sheets that
were damaged. The reason for the
flood was determined to be a faulty
shut-o- ff
valve on the hot! water

JAN1NE CAIRO

first faces perspective students and
While most of us had an unetheir parents see when arriving on
summer, one Wooster stuventful
campus," she noted. During the
was
forced to contend with a
dent
There are many people on the
first few weeks of the fall semescrisis, a flood in his
stressful
College campus who make valuater, Joyce answers many a question
On
a morning in
home.
ble contributions but go virtually
from wandering first-yestudents.
unnoticed. They are the unsung heJoyce has lived all her life in junior Ken Robinson awoke to
roes. One of these is Joyce ParkinWooster. She began working at find water pouring from a hot wason.
the College 14 years ago. "I ter heater in the utility room in his
Joyce is a person who almost
thought it would be a really nice Hanover, New Hampshire home.
Just the flood itself would have
everyone comes into contact with
place to work," she commented.
disturbing, but Robinson, edbeen
during their four years at the Col"When I first started, I worked in
Index yearbook,
the 88-8- 9
itor
of
lege of Wooster. She works at the
the post office. I had that job for
left numerous
that
he
had
realized
information desk in Lowry Center
about two years and was then apwith
various phoyearbook
sheets
during the week and her job inproached by the then Director of
sketches on
hours
of
and
tographs
volves almost everything imaginaLowry Center and asked if I would
covered
same
floor
floor,
the
the
ble.
like to work at the front desk."
wastanding
inches
with
of
three
"We basically can tell you anySince that time, Joyce has come
thing you want to know. We anto know many students through ter.
Robinson, being the only one
swer questions from students,
the years. "I enjoy dealing with the
at the time of the flood hurhome
alumni and even people in the
students and being a friend to
tried to save furniture,
community," said Joyce.
riedly
them. The students are my famibooks,
and
the yearbook materials
knowing
everything
Besides
ly."
damage, but did not
from
further
there is to know about events on
"A lot of times, students will
campus, Joyce and the others at
come back and say, 'Oh, you're still have much success. The total
the desk sell a variety of things.
here. I'm so glad.' They tell me damage to the house was $10- "We sell meal, laundry and bus
they are getting married and other
from page 3tickets. Also, if there is a special
things like that It really gives you
conceit or function on campus, we
a nice feeling."
ica today. Just as technology has
would sell tickets to that."
One particular returning stuadvanced,
racism and discriminaThe information desk also sells
dent's comment really stuck in her tion
have
more complex.
become
candies, gives out keys to different
mind. "He came in and looked at
Thus,
there
are' many problems
rooms, pages people, and directs
me and said,' Hi Mom, I'm home.'
with
integration that were not forepeople to various places on camIt's really like waiting for your
seen
by
King during his time. One
pus.
children to come home," she conproblems is assimilation.
these
of
first-yeJoyce is also invaluable to
cluded with tears in her eyes.
is
a
This
false sense of integration;
students. "Often, we are the
it involves blacks sacrificing their
own cultural values in order to
Interested in covering a Wooster sport?
gain acceptance from the dominant
society. One leader can not be
singled out as providing a methodology for the liberation of blacks.
Many leaders have made contribuyou
interested, please contact
tions to the goal of creating a sociPaul Jacobus or
ety where race is not a factor.
Some of these leaders arc Frederick
William Van Cleave at ext. 2757.
Douglass, Marcus Garvcy and
Malcolm X. There is a mixture of
approaches from which one can

wall-to-w-
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Dream House

First Years from page
first-yea-

THE MEN OF DREAM HOUSE

students

r

10--

felt

"overwhelmed by all I have to do."
students
Green added first-yemay be unhappicr than previous
to all of us believing thast it is generations because "a larger numplausible. Dream House certainly ber than ever before arc not attendbelieves in this plausibility, and, ing their
college."
we certainly welcome other active
colleges are often
believers.
expensive, and the survey indicated
The men of Dream House are as students are not getting enough fifollows: Jerome Bias. Rowland nancial aid to afford them. Those
Brucken, Da Venche Burks, Mark who arc gelling aid arc gelling it
Goodman, Francis Miller, Michael in the form of loans that have to
Sauer, Thomas Webster.
be repaid.
The Dream program will be havOnly 15.6 percent of the stuing an open house today starting dents entering college for the Fall
around 4:30 p.m. All are wel'88 term received Pell Grants,
come.
which don't have to be repaid. It
Peace.
was the lowest level in the survey's history. Green said. In
1980, almosi one - third of the
firsl-ycstudents got grants.
"The federal government has, in
were having tea over my butt
"Yes I can see just where the effect, cut back on most of the fiWell I nancial aid programs intended to
problem is, Doctor."
I
die, I'll help college students from low-an- d
day
the
To
see!
couldn't
middle-incom- e
families,"
never share their enthusiasm for
concluded.
Astin
what went on back there. A few
As a result, he said, "the burden
minutes later, I pulled up my
paying for college has shifted
of
pants feeling terribly humble. As
increasingly
to students, their famI hobbled into the waiting room, I
nation's colleges and
the
gave the other patients a passing ilies and
look. Pretty soon, they would all universities."
The resulting money pressure
be nude.
apparently has changed the way the
ar

It is with great 'pride that the
men of Dream Interracial House
welcome ail new and current students to the College of Wooster
academic year.
for the 1989-199- 0
As a program house we are constantly pursuing a sense of
human respecL In
making progress towards this goal,
we believe in building a sense of
community which involves an ongoing process of discussing and
appreciating the broad horizon of
diversity in each of us. The reality
of togetherness is directly related
une-quivoca-

COOgail

from page

first-choi-

"First-choic-

ble

10- -

ce

e"

ar

right? Ok, you're going to have to
take you pants off for me."
I looked at her evenly but didn't
say anything. Was she going to
watch? Why did she say I had to
do it for her? Why was she being
so confrontational? Did she ask
college guys to take their pants off
all day? Did she ever go to college? Then she left, leaving the
rfnnrhMfnncn CnnsirWincr that I
would get naked then, how long
would I have to stand there with
my pants off until the doctor came
in?

er

ar

ar

ar

r

v
II
)

I

comrs
.pizza
RESTAURANT

.LOUNGE

AM
feX

M

iff
II

1

LA&J

W

P-- M.

;

j
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A.M.
Thursday-5:0- 0

PJVI.

W

'

I

DAILY SPECIALS AVAILABLE
MON-FR-

I

1

11AM-2PI- 4

I

262-095- 2

1106Rttabirg

Wooster

y

V.
I 11

I

I

tion, contact Tom
Turriff, extension

3026, box

C-29-

19.

f

Mateer
Back Patio
Mateer

Beaches
Milagro Bean Field War
Natty Root

Mateer
Mateer

Milagro Bean Field War

Mateer

Poster Sale

Lowry main
lounge

rit Flicks

Lowry Pit

WW

We Do
We Do

Underground

It Right.

It Right Away.

Fast, courteous service
Low Prices-Quali- ty
Products

I

DINE IN -- CARRY OUT

For more informa-

Milagro Bean Field War
Back to Wooster Dance
Beaches
The College Underground

Auto Service
Centers

I

EVENINGS - MON THRU SAT 5 PM-- 1 AM
J

Monday-10:0- 0

1

HOMEMADE
ITALIAN & AMERICAN
FOODS
:

-

t-

Room. Hope to see
you there.

FrWay- -

7:30 PJVI .
9:00 P.M.
10:00
11:00 PJVI.

PJVI.

y(j

Catholic Student
Association. Join
us for mass, every
Saturday at 5 p.m.
in Babcock Dining

Presents this weeks events

Sunday-2:0- 0

(with this no)

Well, come out of
the closet with us.
We're Newman

SAB

PJVI.

Hi

Are you
a closet
Catholic?

experienced the Depression."

10:00 PJVI .
10:00 PJVI.

cyst!"

auc-tione-

ar

Saturday-7:3- 0

Eventually, the doctor came in
and I lay face down on the table
while he examined my cyst. My
attention, however, was still on
the nurse, who had her back to me.
The doctor was in an awful hurry.
He asked me all the personal questions like an auctioneer. "So what
are you studying at school? Like
it? When do you go back? Wow,
that's early! Then he directed his
statements to the nurse. "Come
over here and take a look at this",
he chirped enthusiastically, "this is
a textbook example of a pilonidal
Up until this point, I thought I
was going to escape cm harassment The doctor was talking and
moving so fast, I thought he was
making OTB bets, using my butt
as his table. When he summoned
the nurse, she quickly, perhaps almost eagerly turned around and
agreed that I really had a textbook
example of a pilonidal cyst
Great, I thought There's something to put on my resume.
There I was, naked as the truth,
face sticking to the examination
table, trying to ignore the riot of
laughter I had been suppressing -- I
am pretty ticklish and the
and. bis. lonely .daughter .

students view the world,
Astin and Green said. The economic recession that plagued families nationwide in the early 1980s
and continues to plague them in
many farm and energy states
changed the students, too.
"These are the children of economic upheaval," Green said.
"The recession of the '80s was
worse than anything since the
Depression (of the 1930s). Their
loss of faith and preoccupation
with jobs comes from that"
A record number of first-yesaid
72.6 percent
students
they were going to college prijobs
marily to get higher-payin- g
later in life.
By contrast, a majority of
first-yestudents in 1968
viewed "the college years as a
lime for learning and personal development," Green said.
This year's first-yestudents
"are like their grandparents who
first-ye-

I

rl))

American and imported cars

Free estimates and safety inspections
263-016-

1

418 E. Liberty
(corner of Liberty and Beall)

Sports
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Football strives to overcome past losses
PAUL JACOBUS
Sports Editor
With the nightmare season of
1988 safely stashed away in every-

one's memory, the College of
Wooster Fighting Scot football
team hopes to brighten its horizons this year as they prepare for
the upcoming 1989 campaign. For
fifth-yecoach Bob Tucker and
staff, the 1988 season was a trying
time as the Scots battled inexperience along with a host of injuries,
which eventually branded them
with a disappointing overall record
ar

of

1--

However, the mood

9.

has been a
throughout
with 14
and
very positive one
starters returning, the Scots are a
sure bet to improve in the North
Coast Athletic Conference.
Offensively, the replacement of
record-sellin- g
quarterback Craig
Lombardi remains the biggest
challenge for the Scots at this
point in the season. Lombardi,
who set 13 school records in twor
years as a starter, was lost to graduation and will be leaving the
starting chores to either junior
Mike Knapic (Riltman) or sophomore Vic Rowcliffe. Although
both have looked impressive durCoach Tucker has
ing
yet to make a decision as to who
pre-seas- on

pre-seaso-

n.

will be calling the signals on
opening day.
The 1988 season was indeed a
gloomy one but one of the bright
spots for Scots fans was the resurgence of a powerful running game
s.
led by a trio of talented
Tailback Brian Grandison (Akron),
762
who rushed for a
yards and eight touchdowns in
1988, will lead the charge this season and will be joined by fellow
sophomore Tim Lyons at fullback
who grinded out 4 18 yards and one
touchdown. Sophomore TJ. Mal-lorwho ran for 192 yards in
1988, will be counted on to add
experience to a running game that
enjoyed one of its best seasons of
the decade last year.
The biggest reason for the success of the running game in 1988
was the strength of the offensive
line which will be returning with
all five starters intact this coming
year. Senior guards Tom Solak
(Elyria) and E.C. Pelaia (Breck-svillwill anchor the front line
once again in 1989 and will be assisted by fellow senior Pat
McKenna (Olmsted Township) and
junior Dave Zink (Vienna, W.
Va.) at the tackle spots.
y
Junior center John Toih (Avon
Lake) will round out the starting
lineup and junior Eric Kendall
first-year-

team-leadi-

ng

y,

e)

(Kansas City, Mo.) and sophomore Steve Palmer (Westcrville)
will add strength and experience as
the season progresses.
Also returning at full strength
will be the talented receiving duo
of Ray Boone (New York) and
Phil Puryear (Youngstown) who
will provide the spark for the
Scots' offensive attack. Boone, a
three-yestarter,
hauled in 24
passes for 279 yards and three
touchdowns in 1988 while Puryear
led the team in receiving with 30
catches for 503 yards.
The tight end spot still remains
in question but junior Scott Palmer (Westcrville) and sophomore
Chuck Spcclman (Wooster), a converted offensive tackle, will platoon at the position and should
provide strong effort throughout
the season.
Like all teams, the key to
Wooster's success this season will
be the defense and coordinator Tim
Pctlorini will be relying on a
strong foundation of linebackers
led by seniors Karl Penn (Y
and Geoff Belz (North
Olmsted, Ohio ), who missed the
enlire 1988 season with a knee inhonors
jury, earned
following the 1987 season and returns as one of the most dominating players in Division III. Belz,
ar

oung-stow-

All-Americ-

an

Women psyched to run
to victory again
SHADE WHITES EL
Assistant Sports Editor

n)

g
113
who registered a
C
Team
a
was
first
tackles and
corselection, will be the
nerstone of the Scot defense at
team-leadin-

All-NCA-

middle linebacker.

Junior Vic Kaminski (Youngstown) and sophomore Jared
(Lorain) will be competing
for the remaining inside linebacker
position. Kaminski totalled 56
tackles in 1988 while Acquilla registered 24 and added one blocked
Both players
punt as a first-yea- r.
should provide a very positive impact on the traditionally tough
Ac-quil-

la

should start at the free safety position. Joining Roberts will be the
experienced duo of Mike Casey
(Lyndhurst) and Jim Brown
(Springfield) at the cornerback and
roverback positions, respectively.
Casey, a starter on the Scot baseball team in the spring, collected a
two interceptions and
acquired 57 tackles while Brown
accounted for 44 stops and one interception in his first year as a
team-leadi-

.

ng

starter.

The kicking game will depend
solely on the leg of senior Scott
Wooster defense.
Powell (Darien, Conn.) who also
On the defensive line, senior
doubles as a first baseman on the
baseball team. Powell, who re
Chris Carini (Bronxville, NY),
turned last season following a crip-Dliwho tallied 64 tackles in 1988,
anchor
to
guard
nose
knee iniurv in the off sea- will return at
All-features
e
also
son, comes back as
the front line which
NCAC punter and will be handling
two other impact players.
more Jeff Crabtree(Wooster), who both the punting and kicking
accounted for 24 tackles last year, chores for the Scots.
The Scots are sufficiently prehad an outstanding season as a
first-yeand will be joined by pared to turn around the difficulties
that they experienced last season
senior tackle Joe Luckring (Mas-sillowho added 64 tackles in and should have a lasting impact
1988 and will be returning as a on the outcome of the NCAC .
starter for the fourth consecutive Wiampionsnip. woosier iraveis
to Capital tomorrow to engage in
year in a row.
thfiirj first scrimmage of the season
great
shown
The secondary has
1 p.m.
at
and
potential during the
first game is at Albion on
Their
will be led by sophomore speedster
Eric Roberts (Cleveland) who September 9.
nz

two-tim-

ar

n)

pre-seas-

on

The College of Wooster

said, "We're going to be pretty
mad if this doesn't work in Octo-

INTRAMURAL SCHEDULE FALL 1989

ber."

Running twice a day with hard
workouts and early, early a.m.
runs must reflect some sort of insanity in all runner's minds. What
normal person would run three
miles in the moming then do a
hill workout on the golf course at
four in the afternoon? On the second day of practice we were all
asking ourselves, "Is this only
Monday and do we really have five
more days to go?" I, at least,
found it very difficult to climb off
my loft Tuesday moming for an
impossibly early 7:45 run.
Now that everyone thinks we're
crazy I will admit that we like running... sometimes. By Friday we
were slightly less sore and could
even laugh a little about Monday's
workout. And all this training is
for a good cause- - the NCAC
Championship meet where the
team is supposed to hit the peak of
cdiUqQin-Aiy-

n

Joyis

The team is young, with no seniors and only two juniors; Eva
Dodds who ran extremely well in
track last year and me. Sophomores Karen Aeberli, Susan
Louis, both great runners Nettie
Link and Beth Blakemore who
both look very strong all return
for the season. In addition, two
first-yewomen, Carolyn Kiss
and April Heck joined us for the
camp and
week of
Anna Scherzer, Marya Cross,
Eva Geil and Jennifer Jaeger also
came out when classes started.
It is too early to say who. will
be in the top seven because we are
now in the strength phase of the
season. The Wooster Invitational
on September 23 Homecoming
weekend will be a good indication
of how the team is doing in the
Conference,

WOMEN'S ACTIVITIES

SPORT
Volleyball
Basketball

.5

8

10

MEN'S ACTIVITIES

ar

pre-seas- on

ROSTER DUE DATE STARTING DATE
September 11
Sept. 6, 4 p.m. .
p.m.
4
30,
November 6
Oct.

ROSTER SIZE

first-yea- rs

Women's. CCrjagcj

ROSTER SIZE ROSTER DUE DATE STARTING DATE
September 11
Sept. 6, 4 p.m.
15
10
September
p.m.
4
Sept.
6,
15
9
p.m.
October
4
Sept. 29,
16
FLAG Football
TBA
TBA
4
3 on 3 Basketball

SPORT
Softball
Soccer

CO-EACTIVITIES:
Aerobics and Golf Scramble
Starting Dates: Sept. 11 and i7, respectively
Other information TBA
D
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Sports Profile:

Team "grooms" for success

Skolnikoff enters "Twilight Zone"
.

BECKY MASON AND
JENNIFER SPILBURG
Assistant Feature Editors

Imagine returning to the College

ar

of Wooster for the fifth year in a
row: no classes to attend, no
books to buy, and no profs to look
to for wisdom and guidance. Instead, you find yourself embarking
on a new sort of journey, that of
assistant field hockey coach. Docs
this sound like an episode of "The
Twilight Zone?" For 1989 graduate
Jessica Skolnikoff, this "episode"
is a reality.
Five years ago, Skolnikoff left
her home in Lexington, Massachusetts, to begin her first year at the
College of Wooster.
She majored in sociology, with
an emphasis on anthropology, and
minored in physical education.
While at Wooster, Skolnikoff was
a member of the women's lacrosse
team, holding the position of captain her senior year. It was the atmosphere of the campus and the
mixture of academics and athletics
that initially drew Skolnikoff to
Wooster. She met this challenge
with a great deal of success?' Her
achievements were recognized
when she was elected Outstanding
Senior Woman of the class of
--

1989.

In her new position as assistant
coach of field hockey and lacrosse,
Skolnikoff has found that she is
able to maintain friendships with
the members on her team, while at
the same time exercising the authority necessary in her position.
She has found that one of her major functions is to act as liaison
between the members of the team
and the new head coach, Brcnda

fullback position. This stingy defense set a new College of Wooster record last fall with 13 shutouts,
Two things happen every year at eclipsing the old record by 4.
But while the Dogs, one of the
about this lime at the College of
toughest
defenses in Division III,
Wooster: (1) Adam Brewer grooms
leave opponents merely baying at
himself for the incoming first-yewomen, and (2) the men's soccer the moon, they are by no means
team prepares themselves for battle the only attraction on this Wooster
addion the Carl W. Dale memorial ball club. Besides the
TV
Morgan
Namwali,
tions
the
and
of
field.
experience
with
the
Scots
boast
Surprisingly enough, there is a
i
SherRoddy
Lake,
David
likes
of
correllation between the two. As a
r,
result of Adam's diligence in man, Mark Hoffman, Chris
Peter Falcone, Bradley Evans,
grooming, we seem to attract more
Bell, Nick Jones, and of
Eric
may
fans. But amazing as it
course,
the Rob Lowe of the
e
sound, all of Adam's
Brewer.
Adam
NCAC,
preparations may prove futile this
I
yeah,
Oh
almost forgot, Ian
season, because rumor has it that
Banda's
pretty good too...if you're
p
the fans will actually be showing
the type that's easily impressed by
up this year to watch soccer.
e
a
.
from
That's right, you heard it first
In
all
seriousness, this is quite
me; it looks like soccer is definitepossibly
the most talented team
ly going to be the winner this
has
ever fielded in its ilWooster
year.
history. The dedilustrious
soccer
Two big reasons appear to be
students cation and commitment this team
the additions of first-yehas made in the name of soccer deManhattan,
from
Morgan
Rio
N.Y. and Mphatso Namwali from serves the greatest recognition posMike Pepper Blanlyre, Malawi.
But this is sible. So Friday, when we open
Wooster to fill assistant
only the beginning. Wooster the season against Division II
boasts a number of returning start' NAIA powerhouse, Fresno-Pacifi- c
us for the team. In addition to the
crs, including the Dogs of Defense University at 3:30 pm, I expect
core group of uppcrclass students
comprised of Kirk Ncurcitcr and that the stands will be full of
are several promising first-yeDavid Scruggs, Edwin howling, screaming, blood-thirst- y
students. The team's talent and
Victor Mcrkcl and Pete Mack, fans cheering on to victory , what I
skill will play a big role in this
with former left wing Chuck consider an exceptional team. Be
year's season, which begins this
Crawford filling in the vacant left there; Coach Nye will.
Saturday in a scrimmage against
Slippery Rock.
Despite the fact that there are no
professors or books in Skolnikoffs life at Wooster this year, she
One of the many changes affectreports that her return to campus
SHADE WHITESEL
ing the season is that of the differfeels very natural. Her continued
Assistant Sports Editor
success here at Wooster will not
ence in coaching. Nick Cowell
TOM STEFANIK
only benefit her personally, but
succeeds Jackie Maibach as the
Sports Writer
, will also benefit the campus as a
third coach in the past five years.
whole.
"With the first year students and Along with his friend and helper,
the incredible coaching, we're un- Stuart Foster, the coach taught the
stoppable," exclaimed junior Mary women a different system of playing during the thrce-a-da- y
practices
Romestant about the women's soccer season. Romestant, senior of preseason camp.
He changed the offense from
Jen Pildner (Cleveland Heights)
Gwcn Martin and junior Nancy
three
forwards to two, and moved
and Karen Fischer (Cincinnati).
Christman arc all captains of what
the
position to
other
d
Although injured towards the end
so
looks to be the best team in
more
emphasis
could
be
placed
on
of the season, Pildner still accuWoostcr's history. Coming off a
mulated 51 kills while Fischer put
winning season last year, the short passing. Cowell commentup 18 kills for the Lady Scots.
team hopes to improve as almost ed, "The opposing teams will double team Cathie Docherty, and that
Sophomore Jennifer O'Kccfc
all its starters return.
will allow other players to score
Sulli(Silver Springs) and Emily
Nancy Christman, named
C
more
goals."
van (Carmichacl, Calif.), who
second-teareturns to the
This season might prove to have
both saw entended playing time,
lineup and sophomore Dot
no
standout players but instead a
lead a group of talented hitters that
and leading scorer Cathie
team
that works together well to
will be returning for Coach Smith
Dochcrty add a strong showing to
against
win
the opposition. "The
this year. Sophomore Tammy
the forward line. On defense,
know,
coaches
soccer inside and
Brooks (Akron) and Andrea Swca-z- y
sophomores Lisa Meurcr and Julie
says
out,"
"I learned
Romestant
arc
returning
(Stoutsvillc) also
Anderson along with sophomore
more
in
the
week
of preseason
and should provide a very positive
goal tender Marcie Hahn look imthan
in
the
two
previous
seasons
pressive
and
ready
to stop any.
see Volleyball: page 15
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before.".
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offense.
PETE "MAD DOG" MACK
Sports Writer
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Jessica Skolinkoff returns to
field hockey coach position.
Mecse.

Skolnikoffs new position is
temporary at this point. Having
always pfayed sports, Skolnikoff
said that she could "not imagine
doing nothing at all in athletics."
She is taking this' opportunity to
try her hand at coaching before she
must make a permanent career decision. Although Skolnikoff may
not pursue a coaching career, she
would like to remain in a field relating to recreation.
Skolnikoff is excited about this
year's team and the way it is shaping up. There are quite a few returning students who form a nucle- -
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Teamwork expected to
prevail for women's soccer

Volleyball hopes for strong finish
PAUL JACOBUS
Sports Editor
The 1989 College of Wooster
'women's volleyball team hopes
to overcome last season's adversity and begin preparing for a
stronger finish in the North
Coast Athletic Conference. The
1988 season was a disappointing
one for coach Pam Smith as the
Lady Scots finished with a dismal overall record of
Coach Smith hopes to turn the
program around but will have to
work with a younger, inexperienced team which was caused by
the loss of three talented seniors to
9-2-

8.

C
graduation. Kathy Klein, an
selection and Woostcr's top
hitter the last two seasons, along
with the Lady Scots' premier setter, Julie Gilmour, showed great
leadership last season and will be
sorely missed as the team prepares
for the upcoming year.
Replacing Klein and Gilmour
will be perhaps the most difficult
task that the team faces this year
and a host of talented younger
players will be competing for their
spots. Junior attakcr Carolyn Bare
(Chagrin Falls), who had a fantastic season last year will be pressed
into a leadership role and will be
assisted on atttack by sophomore
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Despite major changes,
hockey plans successful year
coaching experience at Onconta
State College with her. She has
introduced new skills and techThe women's field hockey team niques which the team hopes will
had an impressive finish in 1988, add to their success this season.
Mcesc will be assisted by 1989
winning nine of its last 1 1 games
Wooster
graduate Skolnikoff.
and tying for second in the North
Skolnikoff,
who was a defensive
Coast Athletic Conference. In orcaptain,
der for the team to carry its success standout and two-tim- e
into 1989, however, adjustments will lend her knowledge and experience in the NCAC to the team.
will need to be made.
The most drastic change this Returning on attack arc senior Jen
season is that of the head coach Dugan, juniors Kathy Osta, Ann
position. Sheila Noonan, who had Guinanc and Megan Hess, and
coached the team for four seasons, ' sophomores Aimcc Zcdlitz and
Connor. Both Kcndra Den-so- n
resigned as head coach in order to
and Clara Mitchell have had
attend law school.
The team also suffered the losses strong offensive performances during
With such a large
ff
of defensive players Jessica
and Nancy Walthcr as well number of offensive players,
as forward Celinda Brandt, all of Mccse has. been able to test out
different offensive combinations in
whom graduated.
Brcnda Mccse, a 1975 Wooster hopes of increasing the number of
graduate, has taken over as head goals scored this season.
Senior
Libby Bacon
coach. Mcesc brings 12 years of
KATHY OSTA
Sports Writer
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Young cross country team

takes optimistic approach

year's NCAC champion Scott

ANN SCHMITZ
Sports Writer
The Wooster Athletics depart
ment may have found itself a winning team this year in men's cross
country. "The team has its
but that is normal for
young distance runners. They will
improve," commented Coach Dennis Rice. Rice, who was promoted
from assistant to head coach this
year, also went on to say that the
team's goal is to peak at the
NCAC (placing in the top three)
and to maintain that peak for two
more weeks until the regional
meet.
Even though' Wooster lost last

incon-sistanci- es

Michalek, the team is still solid.
For a successful season. Coach
Rice will need captains Curtis
Mann and Erin Davies to be consistent Rob Noble, another key
player, will join Mann and Davies
to form the nucleus of this fine
young team.
The team captains, Davies and
Mann, summed it up best "We've
only been together for a week and
there is already a positive attitude,
which is good for such a young
team." The Wooster Invitational,
scheduled for September 23, will
give the team a chance to test its
optimism.
.

will be reluming at midficld and
commented that although the team
is in a period of transition, "we
definitely have the talent it takes
to succeed."
Defensively, Bacon will be
joined by senior
Beth
Gribbcn, sophomore Katie Sanderson, and junior Vcnda Walter
Both Pam Mctz and Sam Tweedy
will be returning to the goal. The
goalies have worked hard during
and look forward to
testing their skills against their
opponents this Saturday.
The team is joined by seven talented first-yestudents who arc
sure to play key roles in the team's
co-capt-

ain
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Here we are back Wooster. And Cleveland Browns are
$&.
for you first-yestudents this is
As mostknow, I am a sports fa--;
The. Way I Sec IL The column in natic, not a fan but fanatic. I try to
which I get to spout off about
read as many as four sports pages a
lav an1 mmirlw vni maniiM
I
am
sports on a weekly basis.
really looking forward to this year. This summer I was all but severed
Before I start all of that, we from sports in boot camp. For the
success.
should finish off last year.
first time in my life I did not
watch the
The team has set its goals high
I did not see
The Wooster baseball team adand looks forward to a challenging vanced to the Div. Ill World Series the NBA draft It was not as trauschedule this fall. The team will and ended up fifth in the nation.
matic as I thought it would be.
We need to ask ourselves, do wef
And Rob Peterson was drafted by
host Slippery Rock in their open1
played
p.m.
scrimmage
and
Pittsburgh
take
sports too seriously? We yell
the
at
ing
Pirates
this
professional
ball
single A
and scream at televisions. The
summer. That is quite amazing and world stops if your team is on
Monday night football. For some
we should all be quite proud.
As far as the future is concerned, people it is actnally upsetting
During the Super Bowl, my storn--1
soon we will discuss Wooster Fall
ach constantly turned in nervous
Sports. And I still don't quite understand what a sport is. Is fishing
Pitcher Donnie ' Moore tooZI
a sport? What about archery. ? And
Kenau vmr Knousiv. lomusi
impact on the team's progress, v-- - what about rock climbing? Or car
racing ? Sec what I mean? I am
long story short, Donnie Moors;,
Joniors Germaine Temple
will
We
talk
confused.
totally
was
Rhcc
still
a pitcher who gave up a home'.
Peggy
XNorth Royalton) and
later.
that
key
about
Mmmmr
UU wiW. kS.w rw hjv
(Santa Fc, N.M.) will also be
ill
sucwill
we
talk
about
the gels chance at winning the Worlds
Maybe
ingredients to the Lady Scots'
cess and should emerge as strong Pete Rose tragedy. Even though Series five years ago. That one
leaders. Temple, who registered Rose is a lying, gambling hood, I pitch has since forced him to re
tire. This summer he shot and
18 kills last season, displayed still feel sorry for him. He was argreat potential in only her first guably the best hitter in baseball wounded his wife and then killed
season with the team, while Rhcc and he is banished from the sport himaIf He never emotirmallv re
will exccll in the back row.
that made him what he is. I think covered from that one pitch.
game;
was
I
thought
a
just
it
posisomeone
top
setter
The Lady Scots'
he is crushed. like if some
tion, vacated by Gilmour, also re- took Willy's computer away from maybe I was wrong. So let's have '
fun. We can be intense about
mains in question, but sophomore him.
but let's have fun, loo. .
sports
Cathy Schellhammcr (Aurora)
Soon 111 make predictions on
should step in to take over.
pro football. Go Bengals!! The
The Lady Scots also welcome
first-yestudents Patty Furth
(Lakewood), Jennifer Kuhns (CoAnnual Competition for Fulbright and Other
lumbus), Michelle Dcgraw (Parch-mouGraduate Study Grants Opens
MI), and Laura Mctch (New
pre-scas- on
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All Sports Trophy
PAUL IACOBUS
Sports Editor
For the first time in three years,
the College of Wooster was deprived of receiving the prestigious
North Coast Athletic Conference
Trophy this past year.
After a very successful spring campaign, Ohio Wesleyan University
snapped the Scots' consecutive
string of two titles in a row . to
All-Spo- rts

earn their first trophy since 1984
while Wooster finished a disappointing fifth place.
The trophy is based upon a
point system and is awarded to the
school which accumulates the
most points in all varsity sports
Wooster
throughout the year.
following
the
the
title
claimed
1987-81986-8- 7
re8
ons,
and
s?i
spectively, and also was victorious
following the 1984-8- 5 campaign-- .

CC from page 13

The United States Information Agency (USIA) and the Institute of International Education (II E) announce the official opening on May 1, 1989 of the
1990-- 1 competition for Fulbright Grants and other granst for graduate study
abroad in academic fields and for tiro less ion al traininc m the creative and ner- ' ".V
forming arts.
v
The purpose of these grants is to increase mutual understanding between tha
people of the United States and other countries ihrpugh the exchange of persons, knowledge and skills. Fulbright Grants are funded under the Mutual Ed-- r
ucational and Cultural Exchange Act of 1961 through an annual appropriation
made by Congress to USIA and by foreign governments, universities, corporations and private donors. Participating governments and host institutions
in many countries also contributes. Fulbright Grants are available for study or
research. Travel grants arc available to selected countries to supplement
maintenance awards from other sources that do not provide funds for international travel or supplement the applicant's personal funds.
For more information or an application, contact. Prof, David Gedalecja,
.

Meanwhile, I've had fun being
the captain of this
team and the coach says I've
shown competence and leadership.
Wait until
when I
have three papers due at once and
this article to write! Preseason is
finally ended and we've all got
something to prove September 9
at Case Western . Wooster won
lastyear and wcHtfoagairiF cross-count-

mid-Septem-
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Welcome Back to Wooster
Best Western
243 E. Liberty,

Apple Creek Banking Co.
8
113 W. Liberty,

264-775-

264-388-

Hair Movement
416 N. Market,
6

Tuffy Service Center
0
418 E. Liberty,

International Boutique
5
150 W. Liberty,

Kaufman Tire Services
1
519 Madison,

Big BrothersBig Sisters
2692 Akron Rd.,
8

First Federal Savings
1
135 E. Liberty,

262-482-

V.

263-200-

264-178-

263-004-

1

rr

264-817-

3t

Domino's Pizza
0
423 E. Liberty,

"

Campus Gulf
8
1530 Beall,

ft--

264-920-

Beauty Center

243 E. Liberty,

264-980-

5

Pittsburg,

262-095-

Jim Moser Auto Sales

Rt. 30 East,

2

Westwood Connection

263-088-

7

Golden Bear Miniature Golf
0
154 Millborne,

437 E. Pine, behind Mateer

Pepper

1

264-589-

Conti's Pizza Shop
1106

264-920-

Furbay's Light Shoppe
9
332 S. Market,

263-030-

Mike

0

683-125-

Town and Country Dining Room
3
4809 Lincoln Way,
265-535-

Triway Lanes
3592 Columbus Road,

262-245-

1

EI Rancho Grande

4586 E. Lincoln Way,

264-662- 5

ii

Physicians Weight Loss Centers
0
2375-Benden Drive,
263-200-

B

BANK ONE WOOSTER
Main Office Public Square,

264-508-

(

M

5

Yaco's Fine FoodsYaco's Pizza and Subs
8
801 Lincoln Way West,
264-244-

Loaves and Fishes Christian Book Store
7
583 E. Liberty,
264-411-
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